Moving to year 6 was a big jump! Now we have a lot of work to do. It is not easy moving to a different year group because you will miss the year group you were in. As well as this, you will notice that everyone changes their style and personality, so you basically experience new people along the way. This is going to be a brand new experience, but hey…, everyone will go through it once in their life. We should really get used to the way that you can learn more each year. Everyone in Regents Park Community Primary School knows that when we progress into upper key stages like, Y4/Y5 and Y6, they will know it will get harder and harder. This means that when the SATs come up, it tests you on the things that you have covered in the year. It may be hard but we all need to try our best for ourselves and for the reputation of the school. Bring on the SAT’s!

Student catch-up
As some of you may have noticed we have some new school values (listed below). Well what you might not know is that our school values spell out the name CEDRIC and CEDRIC is the name of our new school mascot!

- Consideration
- Responsibility
- Equality
- Integrity
- Determination
- Compassion

Sports news/ Results
It was a big jump from year 5 to year 6 and there is now a football team and I will tell you everything about football. There are different positions such as midfield, striker, defence and many more. Last year we made it to the finals and unfortunately we lost. However, this year we will try our best to win! Mr Crawford and Mr Kane are the charismatic coaches of our amazing amateur boys and girls only teams.

There are even football assistants such as Mrs Mack or Mr Rock. There are fascinating rewards such as gold trophies and medals and more amazing rewards. However, the people who are not in the football team can be swapped with another person who is badly behaved. This football team is not just for people who are amazing at football, the team is for those who also do their homework and do not fight!

Student voice: Transition
‘Never do a wrong thing to keep a friend’

Debate Mate
Mr Genner is a fascinating year 6 teacher who has organised a wonderful club called ‘Debate Mate’. The students chosen by Mr Genner will be debating with people from the University of Birmingham. This is a fabulous opportunity to take part in as it could be once in a lifetime opportunity.

Mr Genner was inspired to create Debate Mate after reading an article about children who were involved in debating. The children have been challenged by Mr Genner whilst training for the upcoming ‘Debate Mate’ war that I am sure these talented children will see through to the finals!

Rachel Williams
It has been a pleasure to interview Rachel Williams from the Hippodrome in Birmingham city centre. Rachel has worked in approximately 20 to 30 schools, helping different year groups with performances.

We are in very good hands because Rachel has performed in lots of shows. Also Rachel’s favourite hobby is… dancing!!! With her twinkle toes in lots of productions, Rachel embraces lots of cultural dances from all around the world.

Having previously helped year 5 perform ‘War Horse’ in New Street station, Rachel is currently devising drama workshops with year 2. These lucky year 2 students will be visiting the theatre to see Peter Pan! Wow!

We recommend:
Our top 3 films, that are perfect for all of the family.
1. ‘The Grinch’, a classic x-mas film remake.
2. ‘Smallfoot’ where yeti’s believe humans are the myth.
3. ‘Hotel Transylvania 3’ the vampire family go on their first summer vacation.

Quote of the month
“If you cannot be the poet, be the poem”
David Carradine (actor)